This article reflects on our experience of working with the Internet as a medium for crafting and presenting a book-length sociological study. The immediate context for our musings is a Web site that we constructed for the purpose of sharing our current research regarding the correspondence between corporate television advertising and the political economy of corporate globalization.
For some years now, our approach to sociology has been straining to become more visual because our empirical field of inquiry-advertising-is so heavily visual. But publishing our work has been frustrating because of the limits set by our discipline's journals and book publishers in how, and to what extent, we might include visual materials in our work. With our study of television advertising, the dilemma has intensified because our textual data are not just visual; they take the form of video. The book form is obviously antagonistic to the presentation of video, as are print journals. We fantasized about creating a CD-ROM of Nike commercials to go with our last book, Nike Culture, but our publisher resisted. At the start of our current research project, we were determined that this study must include the objects of our inquiry-the TV ads that we analyze. We decided to write an "Internet book" as opposed to another conventional book. To answer the question "Why?" at this point was fairly easy. The medium of the World Wide Web allows for the presentation of video within the text. That quality of the medium was the basis of the decision to step into the unknown, into Web design, a whole new field of HTML editors, digital video editing, image manipulation, navigation, FTP clients, database design, and other unforeseen challenges, unknown software programs, and unfamiliar terms. With such an investment of effort the "Why is this better?" question immediately surfaces. It is better because it allows us to more closely relate the process of our translation from lived experience to sociological analyses through a medium where we attempt to show rather than tell; where we can present the visual, the textual/ lingual, and the audible together to more closely convey what we envision in our minds to the receiver, whether he or she is a student or stranger.
What would be different about an Internet book from a print book? In print, the page is undifferentiated-pages are pages are pages. The basic unit is the chapter or sections within the chapter. But on the Internet, the page is the fundamental unit. The technology of print sequences the pages; on the Internet, the relationship between pages may be nonsequential. The print medium is often characterized by a spare, ascetic aesthetic, whereas the Internet amplifies the importance of layout and design and aesthetics.
We quickly sensed that the look of our pages was going to be key in trying to get people to read rather lengthy analyses on the Internet. Most literature on Web use suggests students surf and graze across the Internet-reading sideways across the Internet. The very strength of the Internet-its capacity for hyperlinksseemed also to be its pedagogical weakness. The Internet had become the new, and hippest, medium for superficiality.
How could we write in chapter form under such circumstances and hope to have it read from beginning to end? "Nobody will read that much on the Web," was the usual warning we heard. Yet measuring the Internet page by the standard of the print page blinds us to the dynamic multimedia possibilities the Internet might provide. For sociologists to overcome the poverty of the Internet, we must begin to challenge the hegemony of the numerical symbol and the written word. This emphatically must not mean that we abandon the written word but that we find new ways to incorporate visual meaning systems. It means we must learn to tell our stories in new ways. As Berger and Mohr (1982) put it, images offer us "another way of telling."
For the most part, sociologists' use of the Internet has been unimaginative, minimalist, and mechanical. Initially, sociologists-like all other academicscreated pages that organize lists of categories that connect with hyperlinked Web sites. One of the best of its kind is the University of California-Santa Barbara's Voice of the Shuttle (Liu, 2003) , which offers a virtual compendium of academic writings. Such sites are difficult to maintain-links go dead and must be constantly monitored-and they continue to be almost exclusively logocentric. In fact, most academics think so little about the form of their presentation that they simply import their Microsoft Word documents into a HTML editor. Now, in defense of all this, for most of us, the slow baud rates on modems greatly limit the willingness of users to deal with the large file sizes of photos, much less video. Broadband bandwidths are changing, but sociologists (in fact, most academics) seem terribly unprepared to take the next step. We came to this project as sociologists trying to think about how we could leverage the possibilities of the Internet to more fully convey our work.
Although novices, we nonetheless made several important decisions at the start. First, although we wanted to engage the power of hyperlinking to make connections, we decided not to have external links to other sites outside ours. Our effort to create a "sticky" text aimed at countering the usual slip and slide of surfing readers going from site to site. We knew we could not fully constrain or steer readers in this new domain, but we wanted to hold their attention as long as possible. Second, we have been mindful that we could not simply write this as a conventional Microsoft Word manuscript that could then be converted into HTML pages. Instead, we tried to craft our writing according to the structural pluses and minuses of the Internet-this meant writing in HTML programs and forcing ourselves to think about the page as a set of visual relationships. Conceptualizing "pages" as canvasses made incorporation of visual materials not an afterthought but part of the page design itself. Third, we decided to experiment with new tools for visually presenting and displaying information. So we began to experiment with rollovers, floating boxes, QuickTime movies, Flash presentations, and databases.
We have structured this article to highlight a dialogue between the practices we have adopted along the way and the issues raised by theories of hypertext. The issue is not simply one of how our narratives change when we rearrange the relationships between written texts into hypertext but also of what new ways of telling sociological narratives emerge when we are willing to engage a language of images. Having said this, we should caution that we have hardly been willing to give up our love affair with the written word, sentence, paragraph, or chapter. Rather, we have engaged the struggle of how to find a new balance between image and text in narrating our research.
Our reflections here focus on the relationship between the formal elements of our site: hypermedia, written textual analyses, aesthetic and stylistic choices, and navigational devices. Taken together, these constitute an epistemology of hypertext. We interrogate the theories of hypertext from a position of grounded theory, from the ground of Web site construction.
Four sets of questions weave through this discussion. First, hypertext theory stresses that the navigational structure of hypertext shifts the power from author to reader because of its nonlinear parameters. Readers/users have multiple choices in how they select the order of pages that they read or which pages. Hence, readers/ users can read in an unintended order and make links/connections that result in new "ways of seeing." Questions of navigational design become paramount. How do we design a navigational structure that increases users' agency while also serving the authors' rhetorical stance and agenda? Does the hypertext context also require a different kind of writing than academics normally use in publishing their work?
Second, hypertext mimics the process of mapping. It is spatial in design. It lays out rather than argues. In our case, how might we use hypertext to map the corporate representations in our study while also theorizing a relationship of those representations to changing economic formations?
Third, the production of hypertext is a form of bricolage. It enables us to gather images, audio/video clips, print text, graphs, and so forth and then reassemble and "remediate" these elements to create intended associations. These practices lie at the margin of traditional scholarship. How might we construct a hypertext that is scholarly and yet visually engaging?
Finally, we have constructed a particular type of hypertext: a Web site. Cognitive theory concerning user practices stresses the tendency to surf rather than to read deeply. Web-design theory stresses the use of lexias, short pieces. How do we build a Web site that orients users to do critical readings of representations?
THE PROJECT
During the past 3 years, we have been constructing a Web site titled Landscapes of Capital: Representing Time, Space, and Globalization in Corporate Advertising (http://it.stlawu.edu/~global/). We have built a database of 900 corporate commercials that aired between 1995 and the present. The TV commercials are drawn primarily from the telecommunications, information technology, and financial sectors. The site addresses how Capital depicts and defines itself in advertising discourse. Our project consisted of taping commercials, digitizing them into a Web-friendly format, keywording the commercials, analyzing commercials, and inducting broad theoretical categories to organize our analyses. The site contains 200 pages of written text with embedded images and commercials. The site contains a searchable database of the commercials along with an extensive illustrated glossary that defines analytical concepts that we use. Multiple navigational devices are used to engage different reading styles and to structure the site (see Figure 1) .
Our project intent is to frame and analyze the relationship between a system of advertising signs and the emerging global system of production and investment, also known as post-Fordism, flexible accumulation, and transnationalism. We see advertising as a discursive landscape that reflects social and cul-tural change while recasting those changes to fit the interests of corporate sponsors. As a genre, corporate TV advertising frames emergent economic formations as landscapes that legitimize the corporate policies and practices that bring them about. As such, this cultural form is a powerful tool that as observed on our Web site, "enables people to construct new cosmologies that aid in making sense of such intense and rapid changes" (before proceeding, the reader should visit the Web site at http://it.stlawu.edu/~global/).
THE SITE-THE CONTENT
In substance, the site is divided into six categories: Mapping Global Capital, Global Capital, the Semiotics of Advertising, Grand Narratives Revisited, Landscapes: The Geography of Capital, and Speed: Conquering Time and Space.
Mapping Global Capital serves as an introductory section that discusses the process of mapping in relationship to advertising. Here we suggest that corporations construct a cultural landscape composed of motifs, recurring visuals, and narratives that when taken together, create a hegemonic worldview, a way of seeing the process of globalization and the role of corporations and their practices, such as capital investment, and scientific and technological development.
In the Global Capital section, we use advertising as a catalyst to describe the morphology and processes of post-Fordism. Corporate advertising displays how Capital "works." It offers visual representations of the social relations of production in a "global information economy" (see Castells, 1996) . However, we note that here "morphology becomes mythology." New economic and technological formations are generally represented as beneficial, exciting, secure, and just. The aura of a just civil society appears to be one and the same with that of the sponsoring corporation. And when representations of failure or disruption are used to show the underside of these economic formations, corporate advertising has a remedy available.
The Semiotics of Advertising section foregrounds advertising as a discourse composed of signifiers, formulas, and codes. This section also functions as the methodology center on the site where we break down the semiotic mechanics of advertising and the methodologies of brand construction. Here we look at the agenda of commercials (the branding process), at the shorthand of visual signification (recurring signifying clusters), and at the underlying grammar of ads (narrative structures) used in this genre of corporate advertising. It is in this section that we have thus far made the most use of Flash-a program that permits the construction of animated presentations through the writing of scripts.
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Despite postmodernist declarations regarding the demise of modernist grand narratives, corporate advertising clearly connects the matter of individual wellbeing and social and economic progress to corporate practices. Questionable as these narratives may be, advertising gives the discourse an ideological coherency that alternative visions lack. The Grand Narratives Revisited section explores recurring narratives or what Roland Marchand (1985) identified as modernist parables. These are organized around three themes: the contradictions of development, the stories of science and technology, and reason and progress.
Reading landscapes is a way of visualizing the relations of power that underlie and constitute them (Zukin, 1991) . In the section titled Landscapes: The Geography of Capital, we use the physical metaphor of scape to look at the way social and cultural spaces are fabricated by Capital. The architecture of Capital is symbolically represented by urban, technological, and organizational formations. Moreover, the cultural landscapes of "nonmodernized" peoples are also highly represented in this genre of advertising. In this section, we look at the way in which corporate ads ideologically blend images of place and nonplace to connote that Capital simultaneously protects place as it modernizes through technological development and financial investment.
Advertising equates gains in speed with not only general notions of progress but also disruption, anxiety, and uncertainty. Sometimes referred to as timespace compression, sometimes as deterritorialization, this process threatens/ promises to transform not only the ways in which we work and do business but also the ways in which we live. In the Speed: Conquering Time and Space section, we look at how corporations use speed to depict organizational adaptability, the flexibility of Capital, and technological integration.
The site also contains a glossary, a bibliography, and a searchable database. The glossary provides extensive discussions on 25 theoretical concepts (e.g., abstraction, commodity sign, reification, simulacra, social tableaux) that we use in our analyses of advertising. The glossary is essentially a self-contained Web site that could be used in courses that deconstruct advertisements. Users have access to the glossary via the toolbar on the header without leaving the page they are on.
Likewise, the database is accessible from any page without taking readers away from their page. The database contains approximately 900 keyworded commercials from which we have drawn commercials for analysis and illustration. The database also contains the narrative text for each commercial as well as a field that identifies the business/industrial sector and key metrics of the corporation's size and profitability.
The database provides users with an opportunity to explore their own interests in particular areas and search via keywords and corporate names. Most important, it offers the reader immediate access to a miniaturized QuickTime video of the commercial itself. We hope this combination of features might be attractive to faculty who wish to use these materials with their students. For example, students could do their own analyses of selected commercials, engaging them more deeply in the methodological and theoretical issues of studying advertising.
THE PRODUCTION OF THE SITE
The tasks of conceptualization and execution were intertwined. We had to learn how to use new tool sets. First we had to learn an authoring program that would allow us to proceed. We selected Adobe GoLive. We learned enough to take ourselves through several incarnations of the Web site. Later, we were joined by Noah Kersey, a skilled designer who made fuller use of GoLive and Photoshop tool sets. At that time, the site acquired a new level of design consistency across all our pages. Moving to cascading style sheets also permitted more effective management of what has grown into an extraordinarily complex site composed of thousands of files. The current page design is a product of extensive experimentation with various ways of organizing pages (each page an analysis and an argument) and their relationships with one another.
To build an electronic database, we needed to learn a database programFileMaker Pro was our choice. As we began to tape and accumulate enough commercials to initiate an analytical process, we also began cataloging, extracting, digitalizing, keywording, and then converting the ads into QuickTime fast Papson et al. / WEB SITE DESIGN 1623 start files. Although recording commercials is often a hit or miss approach, over time the database fills in. In the early days of this project, storage, server space, and bandwidth issues were concerns. But we worked with the expectation that these issues would solve themselves as computer technology developed. The database continues to grow in terms of the number of records while it evolves in terms of the searchable fields and the questions that interest us. For example, version 2 has become more user friendly, now permitting the user to search by year of the commercial.
Third, rather than approach the project with the goal of extending or applying a particular theoretical perspective, we conceptualized the project as a dynamic mapping process. We inducted categories to serve as the foundations for organizing our map. However, a central characteristic of hypertext is temporal continuance. It can be changed, reedited, and added to continuously. Add to this both the historically accelerating pace of advertising production and the accelerated appearance and disappearance of major corporations. An issue that we continuously face is How does one map a landscape in continuous flux?
CONSTRUCTING HYPERTEXT/HYPERMEDIA
Writing about advertising for many years has compelled us to confront the problem of trying to convey the meaning of audiovisual texts in the absence of the text itself. Many who write about advertising focus on magazine ads because these can be easily scanned and inserted into the text. Even when writing about audiovisual texts, we tend to lift and freeze key frames and juxtapose them with our descriptions of the commercial. Another approach is to make videos that overlay commercials with a critical narration (e.g., Sut Jhally's [1998] Advertising and the End of the World). We found these practices limiting. The former fails to provide the viewer with the complete text; the latter imposes a didactic tone, compelling the viewer to absorb the analysis or critique at a prescribed pace. The hypermedia/hypertext nature of the Web site not only provides a means of integrating a myriad of visual elements but also enables a dynamic means of presenting the semiotic and narrative structures used in this genre of advertising.
Although the distinction between hypertext and hypermedia is often blurred in the form of the Web site, it is useful to separate the terms for analytical purposes. Hypertext refers to links between pages or sections within a page (anchors) and is "designed to be entered at any point and read non-sequentially" (Felker, 2002, p. 326) . Navigational choices determine the hypertextuality of a piece. Theoretically, once external links are made possible, hypertextuality extends over the entire Web. Hypermedia is defined as "a collection of text, sound, video, and/or images, linked electronically to one another (and possibly to other hypermedia)" (Felker, 2002, p. 326) . Hypermedia is by its nature hypertextual. Links between text and image, video, flash animations, and so forth, even though hidden, always create possibility and choice. Bolter and Grusin (2000) observed that "the ultimate ambition of web designers seems to be to integrate and absorb all other media" (p. 208).
Web site production integrates three elements: an aesthetic (the use of repetition, alignment, proximity, and contrast), the use of images and audiovisual texts, and a system of navigation. These three factors frame the substance of the site and serve as the visual markers that guide the viewer through both the page and the site. Moreover, these markers privilege some elements of the Web site over others. Essentially, a hierarchy of information is constructed.
THE AESTHETIC
Hypertext (hypermedia) is, before anything else, a visual form. Hypertext embodies information and communications, artistic and affective constructs, and conceptual abstractions alike into symbolic structures made visible on a computercontrolled display. (Joyce, 1995, p. 19) The aesthetic is the overall look of the site. Although semiotic analysis tends to reduce text to signifiers and signifieds, it is essential that analysis recognize the gestalt of an advertising text. The site blends and arranges signifiers to convey both affect and meaning. The aesthetic must not only capture the eye but must also separate elements on the page from the clutter of other elements. The use of repetition, alignment, proximity, and contrast creates the visual boundaries for the site. The user must be able to recognize that they are within the site. The aesthetic is the grammar of the site. It not only guides the reader around the page but also directs the reader to make associations. In this sense, the aesthetic serves as a rhetorical device.
The aesthetic of our site serves two often-contradictory demands: design and academic literary culture. Design refers to maximizing the visual elements of the page to engage a user. Hypermedia is a closer kin to the advertiser's photomontage than the printed manuscript of the scholar. Visual culture operates on the principle of recognition, fascination, and search, often privileging graphics over words. As a visual medium, our Web site blends style with substance, making aesthetics substantive.
The aesthetic is read socially. For example, commercials that mix gold tones, classical music, and soft intonation of the narrator's voice will connote upperclass taste. Likewise, Web site aesthetics create an affective relationship with the site. The aesthetic adds sign value and salience. To be trusted, the site must look professional. Although the site design guides the viewer's affective relationship to the subject, we argue that substance-the multimediated analyses-remains the essence of this project. Although the images and other visual constructs are the first elements to engage the eye, academic culture privileges the printed text. Therefore, we must walk a fine line between a visual style that is inviting to the Papson et al. / WEB SITE DESIGN 1625 reader while still encouraging a perception of the site as intellectual and serious in content and not frivolous.
Like other forms of change, the expansion of writing from a system of verbal language to one that centrally involves nonverbal information-visual information in the form of symbols and representational elements as well as other forms of information, including sound-has encountered stiff resistance, often from those from whom one is least likely to expect it, namely, from those who already employ computers for writing. Even those who advocate a change frequently find the experience of advocacy and of change so tiring that they resist the next stage, even if it appears implicit in changes they themselves advocate. (Landow, 1992, p. 49) Just as our database continually changes, so has our aesthetic. We have gone through several site designs and navigational systems. Much of our time has been spent revamping the site. Presently, we are considering two new strategies. First, we are discussing the production of a written manuscript. This would allow us to reduce the amount of text in the site and create more dynamic pages. Second, we are considering layering each page in which the dynamic pages would sit above text-heavy analysis. The user could then link to a printable analysis. Creating new designs that make the site pedagogically more useful has become a central concern. Our conversations about the representation of Capital include a discussion about how we might design a page to visually represent that relationship. Web site construction necessitates a reflexive stance on media (see Figure 2 ). Bolter and Grusin (2000) noted that digital media lend themselves to remediation-appropriation, borrowing, commenting on, and reforming mediation:
INTEGRATION OF IMAGES AND AUDIOVISUAL TEXTS
Remediation is reform in the sense that media reform reality itself. It is not that media merely reform the appearance of reality. Media hybrids (the affiliations of technical artifacts, rhetorical justifications, and social relationships) are as real as the objects of science. Media make reality over in the same way that all Western technologies have sought to reform reality. Thus, virtual reality reforms reality by giving us an alternative visual world and insisting on that world as the locus of presence and meaning for us. Recent proposals for "ubiquitous" or "distributed" computing world do just the opposite, but in the service of the same desire for reform. (p. 61) Because this site is about advertising, its primary data are audiovisual texts. How does one present visual analysis? What images does one draw from a commercial? By gathering, selecting, extracting, juxtaposing, framing, and reformulating, we use texts created by corporate Capital in an unintended way. By reframing elements, such as narratives, themes, signifiers, and so forth, remediation creates a critical dimension that allows for alternative readings. Culture jammers, such as Adbusters, add a didactic tract in the form of new visuals and copy. Our approach is to use advertising texts in relation to one another to explore the cosmology of Capital itself. We both lift texts out of their context (e.g., playing on CNBC) and reformulate these texts creating space for reflexivity on the structure of the text and also on its role in constructing a mythology of Capital. To that end we use stills and video clips in multiple ways (see Figures 3A through 3D) .
Another device that we commonly use is the extraction of key frames or clips from a commercial (see Figures 4A and 4B) .
Designs that make use of these orientations might attract viewers but move the site away from the longer analyses associated with print culture. Academic sites must always negotiate the contested terrain of the perceptual styles associated with these media. Presently, we are reformulating pages to be more visually dynamic and interactive. At what point does the problem of clutter occur? Like good advertising, should each page contain a single unified concept? Or does that simplify the complexity of the arguments linking representation to Capital?
A SYSTEM OF NAVIGATION
One of a Web site's most important elements is its system of navigation. How do we make it easy for users to recognize where they are, particularly in a site that contains a large number of pages? There are two theories on the use of hier- archical maps for Web sites. First, cognitive load theory suggests that maps lessen the user's cognitive load and therefore allow him or her to more easily learn the structure of the Web site. The second theory stresses cognitive learning processes in which the user constructs a map as the user explores and navigates a site. The lack of a map necessitates an active deeper learning process (Nilsson & Mayer, 2002) . We started using icons but found that visual markers often cluttered the page and did not lock into memory as much as linguistic markers. We minimized our icons to the six section headings. The icons are composed of frames from commercials (see Figure 5 ). Each image is selected because it pictorially represents the section heading. When a user scrolls over these images, the title of the heading appears. However, images are too visually rich to serve as directional signs. Most directional icons, whether found in an airport or on a toolbar, are simple line abstractions. Nevertheless, these images support an aesthetic that locates the viewer in a section of the site.
McGann (2001) argued that hypertext decenters, that one can get to other parts of the text by passing others:
Unlike a traditional edition, a hypertext is not organized to focus attention on one particular text or set of texts. It is ordered to disperse attention as broadly as possible. Of course it is true that every particular hypertext at any particular point in time will have established preferred sets of arrangements and orderings, and these could be less, or more, decentralized. The point is that the hypertext, unlike the True hypertext extends beyond the boundaries that the author imposes. We found that a hypertext that features text links to pages outside the site tends to create navigational havoc. Likewise, creating links within the textual analysis to other pages in the site resulted in losing one's sense of direction. Because the body of the site has approximately 200 linked pages, we felt it was essential to have a navigational system that would allow users to spatially locate themselves. Moreover, it is our position that the hierarchical structure also contains a rhetorical dimension. Unlike McGann's (2001) position, we created a hierarchical order. The user, however, can move around the site using multiple navigation systems that are linear, sequential, and Web like. We have four systems of navigation:
• An index. The index is a printable page and looks like a table of contents for a book. Users can get to the index from the toolbar.
• A visual site map that allows the viewer to mouse over to see what is in every section. This map is a spatial representation of the site. By mousing over section icons, subsections appear. This is also accessible from the toolbar.
• A list of pages in a frame located on the right side of each page. This list locates the viewer in the subsection. It also provides a sense of how topics are related to one another.
• A previous/forward link at the bottom of each page. The user could read each page in a preconceived order.
The user has a choice to work through a section linearly or to use the document as a hypertext. Linking pages only serially or as a Web without a guide (map) lacks the rhetorical power that we as authors wanted. The intent of the project is to map representations of Capital. We imposed the structure that hermeneutically emerged on the analysis in the form of a navigational system. It not only allows the user to locate himself or herself easily but also acts as our map of these representations. Navigational devices serve to imprint our construction of the representational landscape of Capital in the user's mind. Because the project is about mapping representations, the navigational system (the authors' map) functions as a tree on which specific analyses are hung. We present it in numerous ways to reinforce our constructed version on the user.
HYPERTEXT-A DISCUSSION
Discussions of the epistemological implications of hypertext emerged from the convergence of three theoretical perspectives via literary theory. Postmodern 1632 AMERICAN BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST theorists, such as Harvey, Hassan, Lyotard, and Baudrillard, stressed the indeterminate and fragmented nature of knowledge generated by the rise of electronic communications. Cultural fragmentation was linked to the accelerated production and circulation of signs created by electronic technology motivated by Capital's ongoing quest for profit. Generally, postmodern theorists focus analysis on macro-level social formations and their reading of texts is used to represent these formations. Hypertext theory draws heavily on this emphasis on fragmentation and indeterminacy found in postmodern theory. Web sites such as ctheory (http://www.ctheory.net/) blend postmodern sensibilities, theory, and aesthetics, collapsing discursive boundaries in reflexive hypertext/hypermedia. Poststructuralists are concerned with the nature of discourse itself. Barthes, Foucault, Derrida, and Kristeva struggled to undermine the essentialist assumptions associated with concepts such as author, text, sign, and structure. They extended the concept of text beyond its traditional boundaries, often reversing the roles of readers and writers. They repositioned the reader in relation to texts and unveiled the implicit assumptions in discourse. Computer theorists, such as Vannevar Bush and Theodor Nelson, positioned as the forerunners for hypertext, are interested in developing information retrieval systems (i.e., Memex) that mimic human thought. As new computer programming devises ways of storing and retrieving data (i.e., Apple's Hypercard), new models for intelligence and memory are constructed.
These three strands were brought together by literary theorists George Landow and Michael Joyce and writing historian Jay Bolter. Landow (1997) stated that hypertext has much in common with some major points of contemporary literary and semiological theory, particularly with Derrida's emphasis on decentering and with Barthes' conception of the readerly versus the writerly text. In fact, hypertext creates an almost embarrassingly literal embodiment of both concepts, one that in turn raises questions about them and their interesting combination of pre-science and historical relations (or embeddedness). (p. 32) Landow (1997) celebrated the hypertext as a new form of writing that promises empowerment: "I contend that the history of information technology from writing to hypertext reveals an increasing democratization or dissemination of power" (p. 277). The fragmented indeterminate nature of hypertext is positioned as a revolutionary form. Joyce (1995) , author of the seminal literary hypertext afternoon, a story (Joyce, 1993) , drew heavily from Derrida's (1991) essay Living On to argue that texts overflow endlessly into other "differential traces." Here the reader becomes the writer by choosing the direction of the flow. In this regard, "digital technology is turning out to be one of the more traumatic remediations in the history of Western writing. One reason is that digital technology changes the 'look and feel' of writing and reading" (Bolter, 2001, p. 24) . Bolter (2001) emphasized the electronic nature of hypertext and its ability to include visual and aural representations: "The electronic writing space is inclu- Papson et al. / WEB SITE DESIGN 1633 sive, open to multiple systems of representation" (p. 36). He further noted that the visual "threatens to overwhelm the text on the Web page" (p. 73). Computer technology and Internet applications privilege digitalization and hyperlinking. This relationship opposes the privileging of text in the Western academic tradition. Hypertext theorists emphasize a relational shift between author and reader, a textual shift from written to visual, and a directional shift from linear to nonlinear.
The posited equivalence between poststructural theory and hypertext theory has, however, been questioned. Ganascia (2002) argued that there are some crucial differences between hypertextual theorists and neostructuralists such as Derrida and Barthes. He distinguished between underreading and overreading. Ganascia argued that on one hand, "hypertext encourages 'under-reading' by giving easy access to pieces of information" (p. 16). Readers surf leisurely and often superficially across lexias, garnering fragments of information. Writers, such as Barthes, on the other hand, used lexias as a way to dismantle a text and facilitate new readings. "'Over-reading', adding sense, bringing fresh material to ancient concepts, is contrary to 'browsing'and picking up bits and pieces here and there in a text, unreadable through its sheer immensity" (Ganascia, 2002, p. 16 ). Ganascia argued that poststructuralism fails to legitimize hypertextuality. Likewise, Aarseth (1997) questioned the equivalence between poststructural concepts such as network, writerly, and lexia and their use in hypertext theory. He concluded that the politics of the author-reader relationship, ultimately, is not a choice between paper and electronic text, or linear and non-linear text, or interactive or noninteractive text, or open and closed text but instead is whether the user has the ability to transform the text into something that the instigator of the text could not foresee or plan for. This, of course, depends much more on the user's own motivation than on whatever political structure the text appears to impose. (p. 164) Although the metatheoretical discussions of hypertext target the infinite nature of linking, it is its visual character that radically turns readers into users. As noted, hypertext privileges the visual in three ways: its aesthetic serves a visual rendering of the analysis; it incorporates audiovisual media and operates as hypermedia; and its navigation system functions as a cognitive map. It is the integration of these elements that underlies and stimulates user decisions to hesitate or travel onward. If a page is too cluttered, we mouse click away to a userfriendly aesthetic. If the visuals lack salience, we surf on. If the navigation system is incoherent and we cannot construct a cognitive map, we experience disorientation and frustration. As hypertext theory matures, discussions of its visual nature and the centrality of design take on increasing importance.
EMPOWERMENT-READER VERSUS WRITER
How do we position our site against this discussion? Does hypertext theory, drawn from a literary tradition, neatly apply to a scholarly site? Do these theories take into account the practice of a work in progress? In the process of making this site, we have been mindful of the tension between competing ideals and competing perils (e.g., writing in shorter blocks can help us avoid the overly linear text, but it also risks fragmentation). Can one hold on to modernist ideals of intellectual coherence in a medium that could easily be labeled as postmodern? Does our site liberate the user from a linear rhetorical reading designed by the authors? Although it is true that users can enter the site wherever they want, change direction, and read in an unintended order, aesthetics, integration of visuals, and navigation still imprint an authorial hierarchy on the site (see Figure 6 ).
We also need to rethink the concept of empowerment. Postmodern schizophrenia traversing a world of white noise composed of fragments and factoids is not necessarily empowerment. Empowerment is based on reflexivity and both access to and understanding of relevant discourses. Hypertext creates an open often-unbounded system of information creating new and unexpected associations. "In a hypertext environment, nothing stops the user from entering your argument at the conclusion, the problem statement, or anything in between. In this way, a hypertext resembles associative thinking more than reading or writing" (Felkner, 2002, p. 329) .
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Associative thinking is not necessarily conducive to critical thinking. Keep in mind that advertising discourse is built on associative thinking. Signifier/signified/commodity are linked simply because they share the same space, the advert. Advertising creates strange bedfellows (i.e., happy active people smoking cigarettes). Association does not necessarily enhance critical thought, deep readings, and reflexivity. Agency is not located in form but in the relationship of a subject to a text. The formal structure of the text certainly orients that relationship but in no way liberates or determines it. We hope that our reading of advertising texts will encourage alternative readings. By providing a searchable database and by placing commercials on pages, the site empowers the user to move beyond our analyses. Nevertheless, the power of the user lies in the experience and knowledge that the user brings to the site.
MAPPING VERSUS THEORETICAL COHERENCE
What we have tried to do is to assemble the map, to find the pieces and link them together with the intention of providing a rough guide for navigating the symbolic world of Capital. We are not just discussing the maps produced by Capital, we are ourselves mapping (even if critically) a discourse constituted by cultural criticism. By bringing these ads together, categorizing them, and connecting them to an outline we are creating a map that was previously unspoken. (Landscapes of Capital Web site at http://it.stlawu.edu/~global/)
We associate maps with the physical landscape. Mapping cultural texts, particularly the flow of advertising texts, appears to be much more unruly. The physical referent for our map has both leaky amorphous boundaries and is a scape in constant flux. Moreover, a map built on cultural deconstruction and interpretation rather than on physical measurement appears much more subjective. 3 Nevertheless, mapping serves as a methodological strategy that allows us to impose order and sense on what otherwise appears as disjointed, competitive, and unconnected texts (see Figure 7) .
The process of mapping is hermeneutic; each individual commercial is part of a fluid mosaic. The categories used to spatially organize the commercials are derived both from the literature on globalization and post-Fordism and from the analyses of the commercials. These categories act back on the commercials to make sense of them both individually and collectively. As authors, we mediate this process with our theoretical understandings of advertising and Capital.
Mapping is a form of power. The history of mapping correlates with the rise of nation states. The map asserted control over politically claimed territory. Corporate advertising selectively maps the effects of its practices across the globe. Because advertising materializes as an ever-present flow across mediascapes, its relationship to its referent becomes taken for granted. And so there is a hierarchy of signification here. There are the actual corporate practices, corporate representations of those practices, and our map and analyses of those representations.
What is the relationship of hypertext, mapping, and social theory? The spatial character of hypertext mimics the map. Joyce (1995) noted that in hypertext, "the writing process, as we have come to understand it, becomes geographic" (p. 161). Because the primary element of hypertext is the link, this format privileges the relationship between writing spaces. It forefronts the getting from here to there. Links and navigational structures visually (spatially) spell out our version of the relationship between representation and Capital.
The principle epistemological concern, however, is the relationship between mapping and theory construction. On one hand, hypertext focuses on the relationship of representations to one another. On the other hand, it lacks linear certainty, a form of argumentation that we associate with theory. Landow (1997) argued that hypertext linking, reader control, and variation not only militate against the modes of argumentation to which we have become accustomed but have other, far more general effects, one of which is to add what may be seen as a kind of randomness to the reader's text. Another is that the writer, as we shall see, loses certain basic controls over his text, particularly over its edges and borders. Yet a third is that the text appears to fragment, to atomize, into constituent elements (into lexias or blocks of text), and these reading units take on a life of their own as they become more selfcontained, because they become less dependent on what comes before or after in a linear succession. (p. 64) In The End of Ideology, Daniel Bell (1966) distinguished between the scholar and the intellectual. Bell noted, The scholar has a bounded field of knowledge, a tradition, and seeks to find his place in it, adding to the accumulated, tested knowledge of the past as to a mosaic. . . . The intellectual begins with his experience, his individual perceptions of the world, his privileges and deprivations, and judges the world by these sensibilities. (p. 402) Bell went on to note that in the postindustrial society, the role of the intellectual had greatly weakened, replaced by an ideology of accommodation and accumulation. We might add a third character to this dichotomy: the bricoleur. For Lévi-Strauss (1966) the term bricoleur refers to someone who works with his hands and uses "devious means" in the act of production. Although there is no equivalent in English, the term refers to a person who does odd jobs, a jack-of-alltrades. Lévi-Strauss compared the bricoleur to the engineer. He noted that although the bricoleur can carry out a variety of tasks, the engineer subordinates tasks to the availability of specific tools or the proper raw materials. The engineer conceptualizes, whereas the bricoleur improves:
And the decision as to what to put in each place also depends on the possibility of putting a different element there instead, so that each choice which is made will involve a complete reorganization of the structure, which will never be the same as one vaguely imagined nor as some other which might have been preferred to it. . . . It might be said that the engineer questions the universe, while the "bricoleur" addresses himself to a collection of oddments left over from human endeavors, that is, only a sub-set of the culture . . . the engineer is always trying to make his way out of and go beyond the constraints imposed by a particular state of civilization while the "bricoleur" by inclination or necessity always remains within them. This is another way of saying that the engineer works by means of concepts and the "bricoleur" by means of signs. (Lévi-Strauss, 1966, pp. 19-20) Although scholars and intellectuals are idealized, even mythologized, production practices within academia increasingly resemble bricolage. This is a consequence of the explosive production and the accelerated distribution of cultural texts. Keeping up with the flow of information even in fairly specialized fields is often daunting. The strategy of bricolage recognizes the impossibility of placing scholarly boundaries around knowledge fields. Moreover, images and audio/video texts dominate the flow of this electronic montage. They are much more unruly than the printed word. Hypertext, and the electronic information technology that supports it, lends itself to bricolage. Ironically, although hypertext adds to the chaos of the electronic flow, it can function as a flexible and dynamic tool that can impose at least a momentary semblance of order on segments of cultural texts. By blending mapping and analysis, the hypertext can "rope off" and boost media reflexivity:
Any perceived fragmentation or chaos instigated by hypertextual links is only problematic when viewed from a print-centric vantage point. While the print medium holds up stability and order as ideals, in the electronic age masses of reticulated, even self-contradicting texts are connected via the unity that hyperlinks provide. (Feldman, 2001, p. 154) In our site, adverts are collected and assembled in relation to other adverts. The categories in which we place the analysis give cognitive order to this relation. Yet many of our analyses of specific adverts could easily be placed in other categories. Building this site draws heavily on the production practices of gathering, cutting and pasting, and reassembling. Moreover, the user also can move in whatever direction he or she desires. We might think of bricolage as a consumption practice in which the user assembles a cognitive map of the data and analyses. Does this style of production suggest that the fragmented cut-up nature of hypertext/hypermedia makes theoretical coherence an impossibility?
We are not convinced that this is so. First, throughout the site, we have attempted to engage in conversation with relevant theories. This conversation is woven into the fabric of analysis. Second, theoretical generalization emerges later in the process and is generated out of the process of bricolage. As authors, we are constantly rewriting and reorganizing. Although this is also part of the Papson et al. / WEB SITE DESIGN 1639 process for writing a manuscript, the lack of closure associated with building a hypertext not only extends but also privileges this task. Consequently, theory is inductive and grounded. For example, we are now discussing a seventh section with the preliminary heading of Crisis and Contradiction (no icon yet). Here we plan to explore the relationship of representation and the emergent economic formations through the relationship of contradiction to visual abstraction. Essentially, we see the process of constructing hypertext closely akin to bricolage. But unlike the bricoleur, our goal is to move beyond signification to conceptualization. Calise and Lowi (2000) authored Hyperpolitics, a hypertext of interconnected matrices composed of concepts and axes that allow the user to see relationships between political concepts that were extracted from dictionaries and encyclopedias of political science. They argued that "hypertext brings an interactive and dynamic quality to theory-making" (p. 285). Calise and Lowi also noted, However, a caveat is in order here. The recent spread of the World Wide Web on the Internet has greatly enhanced the possibility of surfing from one term-or site-to another through a hypertext-like interface. Yet, the philosophy of the Net is a bottom-up approach: making available for the user as many sources as possible, but with no closure. Unlimited-and unguided-access to a massive number of sources is equivalent to hardly any access at all; an excess of freedom can be a one-way ticket to chaos. (p. 285) Hypertext can be distributed as a CD-ROM or on a Web site. We did not have the resources to publish and distribute the project as a CD-ROM. As long as our institutions provide server space, distribution is instant and global. Because we use both institutional servers, we often have two different versions of the site: a clean functioning one and a messy innovative one. Now we must consider publishing in the context of the Web. "The Internet generally privileges speed of connecting authors and readers, serendipity, and novelty over epistemological reliability (as mediated by peer review, publishing houses, and curated libraries)" (Kling, 1997) . Two new concerns emerge at this point in the process: publicizing the site and establishing credibility in a virtual world in the absence of gatekeepers. We have presented papers on the site at academic conferences. We have recently e-mailed a description and address of the site to a number of journal editors with the hope of getting it reviewed. We have encouraged colleagues to use and link to the site. We have also sent the address to other Web sites that serve as clearinghouses for critical sites on advertising. Unlike book publishing, in which the distribution network is more or less fixed by the publisher, World
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